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Abstract
There are some mistakes in one of the papers of Luciano Stefanini and Barnabas Bede [4].
In this article we are going to show that the case (ii) of proposition 24 in [4] is incorrect.
The corrected form is proposed in details.
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1 Introduction
To study on the uncertain data and it’s arithmetic, interval analysis has important role.
Interval analysis and interval arithmetic introduced by Roman E. Moore in [1]. Many
authors are interested in the study of interval data, such that many concepts of real
analysis were extended to interval analysis. For example, derivatives of the set valued
mapping is one of them. To introduce derivative of a set valued mapping, various kind
of deﬁnitions were presented. Firstly, Hukuhara derivative presented by Hukuhara [2].
Luciano Stefanini in [3] presented a generalization of Hukuhara diﬀerence for interval and
fuzzy arithmetic. In this paper, ﬁrst compact convex sets are examined and then the
results of this examination are applied to generalize the Hukuhara diﬀerence of fuzzy
numbers, using their level-cuts. The authors in paper [4] used generalization of Hukuhara
diﬀerence for compact convex sets to introduce and study a generalization of the Hukuhara
diﬀerentiability to interval-valued mappings. Unfortunately, in the mentioned paper [4],
there are some mistakes on the propositions. In this article, a counterexample is shown
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1and also the corrected form of case (ii) of proposition 24 in [4] is presented. The paper is
organized as following: In section 2, , some deﬁnitions and basic concepts are brought. In
section 3, counterexample and also the corrected form of case (ii) of proposition 24 in [4]
is presented. The conclusions are brought in section 4.
2 Preliminaries
Let Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space and also let n
c be the family of all
nonempty compact convex subsets of Rn. If n = 1 denote I the set of closed bounded inter-
vals of R. Hukuhara [2] introduced the Hukuhara diﬀerence for A;B ∈ n
c, as A ⊖ B = C
exists if and only if A = B + C. In this case A ⊖ A = {0} and also (A + B) ⊖ B = A for
any A;B ∈ n
c. Generalized Hukuhara diﬀerence between A;B ∈ n
c is as follows:
Denition 2.1. [3] Let A;B ∈ n
c, the generalized Hukuhara diﬀerence (gH−difference)
between A and B is the set C ∈ n
c which A ⊖g B = C if and only if A = B + C or
B = A + (−1)C.
If A and B are intervals in R then the gH − difference between A and B is deﬁned
as follows
Proposition 2.1. [3] The gH − difference between A ⊖g B = C for any two intervals
A = [a−;a+] and B = [b−;b+] always exists and we have
[a−;a+] + [b−;b+] = [c−;c+] (2.1)
which
c− = min{a− − b−;a+ − b+};
c+ = max{a− − b−;a+ − b+}:
An alternative representation of any interval A = [a−;a+] is the well known midpoint
form. Deﬁnition of this representation is as follows
Denition 2.2. [3] The midpoint representation of any interval A = [a−;a+] is deﬁned
as
A = [a−;a+] =< m;r > (2.2)
with
m = (a+ + a−)=2; r = (a+ − a−)=2:
Where m is the midpoint component and r is the half-length component of interval
A = [a−;a+].
3 Counterexample and correction
In paper [4], the authors presented gH−derivative of a set valued function f : [a;b] → I.
The deﬁnition of generalized Hukuhara derivative as
f′(x) = lim
h→0
f(x + h) ⊖g f(x)
h
:
2For an interval-valued function f(x) = [f−(x);f+(x)]. Also, if f−(x) and f+(x) are both
diﬀerentiable then generalized Hukuhara derivative is
f′(x) = [min{(f−)′(x);(f+)′(x)};max{(f−)′(x);(f+)′(x)}]: (3.3)
There are two kinds of gH − differentiability of function f(x) = [f−(x);f+(x)] at x0 ∈
(a;b) which is deﬁned in below deﬁnition.
Denition 3.1. [4] Let f : [a;b] → I be gH − differentiable at x0 ∈ (a;b). We say that
f is (i) − gH − differentiable at x0 ∈ (a;b) if
f′(x) = [(f−)′(x);(f+)′(x)] (3.4)
And f is (ii) − gH − differentiable at x0 ∈ (a;b) if
f′(x) = [(f+)′(x);(f−)′(x)] (3.5)
Now, we are going to show that the case (ii) of proposition 24 in [4] is incorrect by
counterexample. First, we recall that proposition 24 in [4] as follows
Proposition 3.1. [4] The gH−derivative is a homogeneous and super-additive operator,
i.e., for gH − differentiable functions f;g : [a;b] → I and for  ∈ R
(i) (f)′ = f′;
(ii) (f + g)′ ⊇ (f′ + g′):
Example 3.1. Let f;g : [0;5] → I with
f(x) = [e−x − x + 2;e−x + x + 5];
g(x) = [−e−x + x − 10;−e−x − x + 10];
Where f(x) is (i) − gH − differentiable and g(x) is (ii) − gH − differentiable at any
x0 ∈ (0;5). We have
f + g : [0;5] → I;
(f + g)(x) = [−8;15];
Using the deﬁnition (3.1) for f(x) and g(x) for any x ∈ (0;5) gives us the following results
f′(x) = [−e−x − 1;−e−x + 1]; (3.6)
g′(x) = [e−x − 1;e−x + 1]; (3.7)
Summation equations (3.6) and (3.7) is
f′(x) + g′(x) = [−e−x − 1;−e−x + 1] + [e−x − 1;e−x + 1] = [−2;2]; (3.8)
Whereas
(f + g)′(x) = 0; (3.9)
hence, from (3.8) and (3.9) the following result is obtained
f′ + g′ * (f + g)′:
3Now, the corrected theorem is proved.
Theorem 3.1. Let f;g : [a;b] → I. Considering two cases for any x ∈ (a;b) as:(a) f
and g be (i) − gH − differentiable, (b) f and g be (ii) − gH − differentiable, for any
x ∈ (a;b), then
(f + g)′(x) = f′(x) + g′(x): (3.10)
Proof. First, we recall that for any diﬀerentiable functions U;V ∈ R, we have
(U + V )′ = U′ + V ′; (3.11)
(a) Let f = [f−;f+] and g = [g−;g+]. Clearly f + g = [f− + g−;f+ + g+]. Since f and g
are (i) − gH − differentiable, using deﬁnition (3.1) we have
f′ + g′ = [(f−)′ + (g−)′;(f+)′ + (g+)′]; (3.12)
Using (3.12) and (3.3), the gH − derivative of (f + g) gives us
(f + g)′ = ([f− + g−;f+ + g+])′
= [min{(f− + g−)′;(f+ + g+)′};max{(f− + g−)′;(f+ + g+)′}]
= [(f−)′ + (g−)′;(f+)′ + (g+)′]
We can write
(f + g)′ = [(f−)′ + (g−)′;(f+)′ + (g+)′]; (3.13)
From equations (3.12), (3.13) we have
(f + g)′ = f′ + g′: (3.14)
The proof of (b) is similarly, hence the proof is complete.2
4 Conclusion
This article was presented to revise the incorrect proposition in the paper [4]. For
considering all related propositions to derivatives of interval functions, one must discuss
about type of diﬀerentiability. In [4] the authors didn’t consider it.
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